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Type Description

Issue Resolved issue on Mobile Access with the Hyperlink dynamic property.

Issue
Resolved issue with the Mobile Access and the Bargraph dynamic animation that was not working 

as expected when the limits were configured with Tags

Issue
Resolved issue when pasting the same linked symbol to an application more than once the user was 

getting a message to overwrite it even when the user made no changes to the symbol.

Issue
Resolved issue with the Tag Integration for Logix5000 family that would not work properly when 

some of the String Tags had initialization values with Keywords

Issue
Resolved issue with Shutting down the runtime not being able to fully stop the projects in some 

situations

Issue
Tag Integration RSLogix 5000 (ABCIP) does importing Tags from L5K files that had Strings 

tags with Initialization values containing key words.

Issue
Resolved an issue when the user had a Text object with "Text Data Link" property, having the 

"Input Enabled" option checked, and the "Require Confirmation" enabled, during the runtime when 

typing a value, and clicking outside the object, the Open/Close commands would stop working.

Issue Resolved issue with Linked Symbols properties not working as expected with arrays.

Issue
Resolved issue with proprietary Trend HST files format and timeouts between the Viewer module 

and the runtime that would cause the Trend Control object to malfunction on Windows Embedded 

Cmopact (Windows CE) runtimes.

Issue
Resolved issue with the Tag Integration feature for RSLogix5000 (ABCIP) not being able 

to import array elements from UDT containing another UDT which has a member that is an array.

Change 

Request

Tag Integration for TwinCAT: Improved the performance for loading the tags coming from large 

PLC programs, on both On-line and Off-line file modes.

Requirement Modified the Fonts dialog window for graphic objects that contains text and captions

Requirement Improved the Mobile Access solution to add support for the built-in Grid object

Requirement
Improved the Trend Control in the Mobile Access solution with the addition of the "Auto Scale" 

capability

Requirement Improved the overall performance for the Mobile Access solution when switching screens

Requirement Implemented the capability to change user password when using LDAP

Requirement
Added the Alarm BEEP capability on Web Thin Clients and Secure Viewer, as well as the 

capability of selecting a custom WAV file.

Requirement Modify the SMA Trend control to be compatible with multiple time zones.

Requirement

Modified the PanelMate Import Wizard to allow the screens that were created to be modified, 

including changing the font sizes on the ActiveX objects that are created, and also adjusting the 

fonts when we perform the Convert Resolution command

Requirement Disable the Custom Widget Framework log

Requirement Increased the number of tags that can be configured on the Trend worksheets to 1000

Requirement
Runtime for Windows Embedded Standard (EmbeddedView) now is capable of running on 

Windows IoT Enterprise and Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro



Requirement
Resolved issue with the Tag Integration feature not working as expected for UDTs, Classes ad 

Structs with more than 50 members

Requirement
Improved the Event Logger feature to start logging the first Logon action when a Web Thin Clients 

or Secure Viewers get a connection with the Server

Requirement
Resolved issue on the FullIntegration SDK where the system file app.db was being locked by one 

of the processes and preventing the SDK from opening or deleting projects

Requirement
Resolved an issue with the FullIntegration SDK where the "Save as HTML" command was 

opening an undesired new window

Requirement
Fixed the Viewer to make sure that it supports Web Thin Client screens being opened into itself 

using the Web Browser ActiveX.

Requirement
Updated the Built-in legacy SetTranslationFile() function to work properly when called from the 

main process using legacy TRA format files.

Requirement Modified the internal limits for the VBScript debug feature

Requirement Deprecated the Dial and DialUp related built-in functions.

Requirement
Modified the Trend Task to stop generating a record with the value -15000000 that was showing at 

the exported file created using HST2TXT (both function and executable)

Requirement
Modified the HST2TXT built-in function to create the HDR header files with the correct Tag 

Names.

Requirement Improved the stability the Trend Control when used in Batch mode

Requirement

Optimized the Alarm Control screen object for the situation when it is in History mode, the Alarm 

history is configured to be saved to Databases, with Database Redundancy, and the secondary 

database is unavailable during the runtime startup.

Requirement Optimized the GDI use when running the "Save all as HTML" publish command.

Requirement
Improved FactoryTalk import wizard solution to import screens even if some object fails to import 

and if converted tags conflicts with the other tags that need to be imported.

Requirement
Modified the Communication Ports configuration for certain drivers to allow names that can be 

used on Linux OS

Requirement Resolved issue with the updates of the proprietary files created daily using the Trend task

Requirement

Resolved issue with the Trend Control that, when in Database Mode, having Redundant Databases, 

when Synchronization was needed and daylight saving is enabled, the Sync action did not work as 

expected.

Requirement
Modified the Password Aging feature of the Security System groups to allow changing the value in 

days for a number higher than what it was previously configured.

Requirement Implemented a new way to import a Custom Widget to the projecct

Requirement Implemented OPCUA client for IoTView.

Requirement
Resolved issue with the SaveScreenShot() built-in function always printing the Linked Symbols 

with Visibility Animations, even when they are set to not show.

Requirement
Modified the Trend Worksheet to better handle the Field column when it sorts its content the first 

time upon its creation.

Requirement
Improved FactoryTalk import wizard solution to import screens even if some object fails to import 

and if converted tags conflicts with the other tags that need to be imported.


